
Minutes of the Treasure Valuation Committee 

Hartwell Room, British Museum, Wednesday 19th September 2007, 11am 

 

Present: 
 

Committee   Other     Apologies 
Norman Palmer (chair)  Caroline Barton (BM)   Trevor Austin 

John Cherry   Roger Bland (BM)  Jack Ogden 

May Sinclair   Caroline Lyons (BM)  Peter Clayton 

     Fi Hitchcock (BM)     

     Janina Parol (BM)    

Stephen Hodgson (DCMS)  
 

Item 1: Minutes of the meeting of Tuesday 7th August 2007 

The minutes were passed as a true record, minor corrections having been submitted in 

advance. 

 

Item 2: Objects 

 

Prehistoric artefacts 

 

1 *Bronze Age gold strip from Brixton Deverill, Wiltshire (2006 T250) 

The provisional valuer suggested £20; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer and noting the uncertain function of the piece, recommended £20. 

 

2 Bronze Age capped object from Mid Essex (2006 T562) 

The provisional valuer suggested £300; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, and felt 

that this was a large, enigmatic and interesting object, and much more a piece in its own right 

than the disc had been as a fragment and part of the original hoard. The museum’s submission 

was carefully considered however, and the unknown function of the object was noted, as well as 

its mainly non-precious metal content, and the valuer’s assertion of little commercial value. With 

all these considerations in mind and following further discussion, the Committee recommended 

£250. 

 

3 Iron Age gold dorsal torc muff from Norwich area, Norfolk (2007 T119) 

The provisional valuer suggested £800-£1000. The Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and felt that, while the finder asserted that comparison with penannular rings (ring money) was 

not valid, the general ‘order’ of object was in fact comparable, and also noted that the Norwich 

area piece in fact came out well from such comparisons, as penannular rings are routinely valued 

at between £400 - £700.  

It was felt that this was an impressive object with a high precious metal content and therefore, 

following discussion, the Committee recommended £1000. 

 

Roman Artefacts 

 

4 *Roman silver finger-ring from Roxby Cum Risby, North Lincs (2006 T301) 

The provisional valuer suggested £200; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing broadly with the valuer but also noting that this was not the most attractive of examples, 

recommended £180. 

 

5 Roman gold finger-ring from York, Yorkshire (2006 T351) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1000; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £1000. 

 

Early Medieval artefacts 

 

6 *Early Medieval silver strap-end from Milborne Port, Somerset (2007 T242) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120; Committee inspected the find in light of this, noting  

 



however that the piece was small, incomplete and with some discolouration of the surface. The 

Committee also highlighted as a comparison Ellesmere, Shropshire (2004 T292; £100), 

considering the decoration on this piece to be more interesting. Following discussion, the 

Committee recommended £90. 

 

7 Anglo-Saxon gold and garnet mount from Mid Essex (2006 T440) 

The provisional valuer suggested £1,200. The finder’s submission was carefully considered, and 

following discussion, the Committee requested that this find be deferred until a second valuation 

had been commissioned. 

 

Medieval artefacts 

 

8 *Medieval gold finger-ring from Kenn, North Somerset (2007 T5) 

The provisional valuer suggested £450; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer and noting that the find was small but elegant, and so collectable if not 

widely wearable, recommended £450.  

 

9 *Medieval silver gilt finger-ring from Lower Dean, Beds (2007 T62) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £100. 

 

10 *Medieval silver annular brooch from North Herts (2007 T23) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50-£60; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £50. 

 

11 Medieval silver gilt sword pommel cap from Mileham, Norfolk (2007 T9) 

The provisional valuer suggested £800-£1000; the Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and, agreeing with the valuer but noting the worn condition of the piece, recommended £800. 

 

12 Medieval gold posy ring from South Creake, Norfolk (2007 T217) 

The provisional valuer suggested £500; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £500. 

 

13 Medieval silver seal matrix from Manston, Dorset (2005 T319) Challenge - 2nd viewing 

The provisional valuer had suggested £400; the TVC recommended £500 (March 2007). The 

Finder’s challenge was carefully considered, however the collector’s letter stating £1200 - £1500 

as a suitable price to pay a dealer for such a find was felt therefore to reflect a retail price, and so 

with the premiums involved, this assertion would broadly agree with the Committee’s 

recommendation for a hammer price. 

The Committee also emphasised that not all gem set seals command the same price range 

commercially and the ones cited by the finder, as well as the Swanley, Kent example considered 

originally (2005 T75; £2,750) were of a different order of interest and quality. The Committee 

did not find any evidence to justify altering the valuation, and the recommendation of £500 was 

confirmed. 

 

14 Medieval gold finger-ring from Llanharry, Rhondda Cynon Taff (03.9) Deferral - 2nd 

viewing 

The Committee considered the finder’s and museum’s submissions concerning the circumstances 

of the tissue paper insertion to the bezel, and agreed that with the reasonable explanation 

provided and no reason to doubt it, no further consideration of this issue was necessary.  

The provisional valuer had suggested £1000; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, 

and also compared the find to similar examples from Llanfaes, Anglesey (2002 T288, £1000) and 

Wendover, Bucks (2004 T377, £850). Taking into account the loose stone, which would need 

work to maximise the commercial value of the find, the Committee recommended £950.  

 

NB Note also no. 16, Medieval silver buckle from Thaxted, Essex (2006 T586), sequenced in error in 

the Post-medieval section; apologies for this were offered by the registrar. 
 



 

 

 

Post-medieval artefacts 
 

15 *Post-medieval silver dress-pin (bodkin type) from Brixton Deverill, Wiltshire (2006 T491) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £80. 
 

16 *Medieval silver buckle from Thaxted, Essex (2006 T586) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50-£60; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £60. 
 

17 *Post-medieval silver fob seal from Bayston Hill, Shropshire (2006 T599) 

The provisional valuer suggested £200; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing broadly with the valuer but also noting the quality of the piece and the scholarly interest 

residing in the Arms, recommended £250. 
 

18 *Post-medieval silver gilt hooked-tag from Upton Lovell, Wiltshire (2006 T600) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £120. 
 

19 *Post-medieval silver pendant from Runhall, Norfolk (2007 T33) 

The provisional valuer suggested £25-£30. The Committee inspected the find in light of this, but 

felt that the find had been slightly undervalued, considering that the damage amounted only to 

the loss of the loop. The fact that no exact parallel could be found was also felt to indicate the 

interest of this piece in a relatively well-researched field. The Committee therefore recommended 

£50. 

 
20 *Post-medieval silver thimble from Stroud area, Hampshire (2006 T393) 

The provisional valuer suggested £80; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £80. 
 

21 *Post-medieval silver thimble from Kelvedon, Essex (2007 T80) 

The provisional valuer suggested £50-£60; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and, 

agreeing with the valuer, recommended £60. 
 

22 *Post-medieval silver dress-pin from Newent, Glos (2005 T134) 

The provisional valuer suggested £70-£100; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, and 

also compared the find to Lewes area, East Sussex (2005 T313, £100). Agreeing with the valuer 

therefore, the Committee recommended £100. 
 

23 *Post-medieval silver-gilt dress-pin from Marcaston, Derbyshire (2007 T192) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120-£150; the Committee inspected the find in light of this, 

and also noted the unusually small and delicate nature of the piece. Agreeing with the valuer and 

comparing the find to Milborne Port, Somerset (2005 T405, £150), a larger but less elegant 

example, the Committee recommended £150. 
 

24 *Post-medieval gold posy ring from Holme, North Lincs (2007 T120) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400-£500; the Committee inspected the find in light of this and 

compared the find to Saundersfoot, Pembrokeshire (2004 T216, £450). Agreeing with the valuer 

therefore, the Committee recommended £475. 
 

25 Post-medieval silver dress-pin (bodkin type) from Newent, Glos (2006 T140) 

The provisional valuer suggested £70-£90; the Committee inspected the find in light of this. 

Noting the complete condition of the find but also comparing it to other less plain examples from 

Clavering, Essex (2004 T46, £100) and Tickenham, North Somerset (2006 T200, £100) the 

Committee, agreeing with the valuer, recommended £90.  
 



26 Post-medieval gold pendant from South West Essex (2006 T582) 

The provisional valuers suggested £1,000-£1,500, £20,000, and most recently £9000; the 

Committee re-inspected the find in light of these estimates. It was noted that this was clearly a 

fine and interesting piece, of a quality not reflected in the first valuation. However, it was also 

felt that the find did not have any inscription or similar feature that would provide a historic link 

that might raise the find to the commercial order of the comparanda in the second valuation. The 

third valuation was therefore felt to be of the right order, and following discussion, the 

Committee recommended £10,000. 

 
 

Item 3: Coins 

 

Roman coins 

 

27 Roman silver denarii (7) from Bridgnorth area, Shropshire (2006 T452) 

The provisional valuer suggested £120-£150; the Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and, agreeing with the valuer but with the condition of the coins in mind, recommended £120. 

 

28 Roman coin hoard (19) from Sherfield on Loddon (2006 T611) 

The provisional valuer suggested £100-£150; the Committee inspected the find in light of this 

and, agreeing with the valuer, recommended £125. 

 

29 Roman coin hoard (2366) from Laugharne area, Camarthenshire (06.10) 

The provisional valuer suggested £3,800-£4,200; the Committee inspected the selection of coins 

provided in light of this, confirming they were content with and secure in their viewing of the 

selection, as this was seen in parallel with the full and detailed catalogue also provided. Agreeing 

with the valuer, but also noting the poor condition of both the majority of the hoard and the few 

coins with a slightly greater commercial interest, recommended £3,800. 

 

30 Roman silver coin hoard (3) from Guildford, Surrey (2006 T318) 

The provisional valuer suggested 1,000-£1,200, £300-£400 and £10-£15 for the three coins. The 

Committee inspected the coins in light of this and, agreeing with the valuer, recommended a total 

for the coins of £1,600 (comprising £1190, £400 and £10 respectively for the coins). 

 

31 Roman coin hoard of clipped siliquae (24) from Mildenhall area, Suffolk (2007 T165) 

The provisional valuer suggested £400-£500; the Committee inspected the coins in light of this 

and, agreed broadly with the valuer. Noting however the very reasonable condition of the hoard 

as a whole and the presence of the rare siliquae of Eugenius and Magnus Maximus, the 

Committee recommended £550. 

 

32 Roman coin hoard (17) from Wigdon, Cumbria (2002 T169) 

The provisional valuer suggested £70-£90; the Committee noted the heavily corroded and often 

illegible condition of the coins, and recommended £70. 

The intention of the finder to donate was noted, however the possible grounds for abatement 

whereby the coins had been removed from a scheduled site was also discussed, and especially the 

possibility of the landowner also being liable for abatement.  

It was agreed that the landowner needed to be approached again, the valuation communicated 

to him, and for it to be confirmed that before further determinations could be made in this case,  

corroboration would be needed within 28 days concerning: 

 Whether permission was given to detect on his land. 

 Whether, at the time, the landowner was aware that a scheduled site was being searched. 

 Whether he was aware of or allowed archaeological items to be removed from such a site. 

An intention to follow up the finder’s offer of contact details for the possible two other finders 

was also confirmed by the registrars, as well as the intention to remain in contact with English 

Heritage to gain a clearer picture of the their position and intentions regarding the possible 

breach.  

It was also agreed that legal advice should be obtained from the DCMS concerning how to 

proceed should no reply be received from the landowner, and also concerning whether the 



removal could still be considered an offence, even if it had occurred in ignorance. 

 
 

Medieval coins 

 

33 Medieval coin hoard from Skipton, North Yorks (2006 T354) - 2nd viewing 

The valuation for the find (£2,200) had not been challenged. However, the case returned to the 

Committee at the end of the three month period in which it was hoped that outstanding issues of 

the potential extra finder, Mr  would be resolved privately. It was confirmed that this 

had elapsed without resolution.  

The issues were therefore revisited in depth, and it was decided that legal advice would need to 

be obtained from the DCMS concerning: 

1) Whether it is right to treat the coroner’s verdict as final, regarding the presence of a single 

finder (Mr in this case. 

2) If so, whether the Committee is bound by that finding, absent any future reversal and whether 

the Committee currently has grounds on which to reconsider the finder question as the issues 

stand currently. 

3) Whether it is the case therefore, that the Committee cannot at present consider or in any way 

treat Mr  as a finder in the case. 

4) Whether Mr would be likely to succeed if he were to attempt to obtain a reversal 

of the coroner’s verdict. 

6) Whether the Committee is right to ignore the issues, brought up by the finders, surrounding the 

Huxley bracelet hoard (2004 T453, a closed case of greater value (£28,000) where Mr 

was the only formally named finder and Mr  remained unnamed and so did 

not receive a share of that reward). 

It was also suggested that the registrars would approach the coroner directly too, to gain advice 

from this quarter directly. 

 
Late Submission 

 

34 Post-Medieval silver buckle from Corse, Gloucestershire (2006 T17) Challenge – 2
nd

 viewing 

The Committee’s decision to recommend £40 (August 2007) was revisited, alongside the comparanda 

raised in the finder’s challenge. With these in mind, the Committee allowed that an oversight had 

occurred in their not having taken these into account previously, and wished their thanks to be 

communicated to the finder for highlighting the pieces. In light of Alton, Hampshire (2003 T254, 

£120) especially (a clear comparanda, if in slightly better condition), the Committee reconsidered its 

recommendation carefully, increasing it to £110. 

 

Item 4:    Any Other Business 

 

Valuation of Isle of Man Treasure finds: 

Roger Bland’s letter to Andrew Foxton was circulated for the Committee’s information; the letter 

confirms in principle a positive response (with various issues to be clarified) to the request for the 

Committee to begin making recommendations for Isle of Man finds. It was also confirmed that Dr 

Foxton had communicated that he had been ill, but would be responding formally at his earliest 

opportunity. 

 

Rally find of coins at Twycross, Leics: 

Roger Bland explained how PAS had been informed recently of a hoard of Roman coins recovered 

during a rally, by at least 18 finders. As only 5 of these had so far reported their portions of the hoard, 

the Dept of Portable Antiquities & Treasure had published a note in Treasure Hunting magazine, 

appealing for further finders to come forward (copies of the magazine entry were circulated). The 

Committee was also informed that a similar situation involving a possible Iron Age hoard had 

occurred on another rally a few weeks after the one above. These cases were felt in particular to 

highlight worries that the Code of Practice guidance on the need for rally organisers to keep finders 

fully informed of their to duty to report was not being consistently followed. 

 

NCMD bulletin on rally Treasure finds: 

Roger Bland also circulated copies of a recent NCMD electronic bulletin to its members. The 

Committee’s attention was drawn to sections of the bulletin which held, in PAS’s view, unhelpful 



statements, issued without prior attempts at communication with PAS, concerning alleged instances 

of FLOs at rallies advising finders wrongly over the Treasure status of finds, and using this as an 

excuse to take finds in immediately and unnecessarily. The bulletin also stated that if a FLO ever 

failed to report within the 14 days, the finder would still be held liable.  

PAS’s formal response to the bulletin was also circulated to the Committee, which confirmed that 

PAS was more than happy for rally finds to be taken home and reported later via the local FLO, and 

as in practice 99% of Treasure finds are reported via FLOs, if any failure to comply occurred, it was 

felt to be clear that no situation would occur whereby a finder could be held liable. 

 

Treasure Annual Report 2005/06: 

Roger Bland and Fi Hitchcock updated the Committee as to current progress on the next annual 

report. It was confirmed that a first draft had been issued to British Museum curators for initial 

checking, and a publishing date of January/February 2008 looked likely. 

It was also confirmed that plans were on-going for future joint PAS-Treasure reports, and how 

these would contain a selection of curatorial reports on the most current Treasure finds, alongside a 

comprehensive ‘disposition list’ detailing all outcomes (including values) for the previous year’s 

finds. 

 

Treasure from consecrated land: 

Stephen Hodgson informed the Committee that a further meeting had been held between himself, 

Roger Bland and representatives of the Church of England, concerning progress in the setting up of a 

separate system for Treasure from consecrated ground, as provided for in the 1996 Act. 

It was confirmed that the Church wished to progress the necessary legislation at the earliest 

opportunity, and Stephen therefore stated that this would be kept in mind in the upcoming general 

reviews of the Act and Code of Practice. 

 

New Committee members: 

Stephen Hodgson confirmed that an advert had now been issued, with a closing date of 21
st
 

September, for the recruitment of two new members to join the Committee. With interviews planned 

for October, Stephen confirmed that the new members should be in place to attend from the 

December Committee meeting onwards. 

 

Art Fund / V&A Purchase Grant Fund: 

The registrars reported on very positive meetings recently held between themselves and the grant 

officers of both funding bodies. A new and encouraging initiative of the Art Fund was highlighted in 

particular, where three ‘under-acquiring’ regions (East of England, East and West Midlands) were 

being targeted with a specific budget, and how this had already led to Orford Museum in Suffolk 

being awarded 100% funding for a particular Treasure find.  

 

Item 5:    Date of next meeting:  Confirmed as 31
st
 October, in the Hartwell Room at 11 am 

with all finds available from 10.15. 




